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O$_2$ Activation in Salicylate 1,2-Dioxygenase: A QM/MM Study Reveals the Role of His162
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Note that unfortunately the results in ref. 15 are incorrectly described: Mutants of Arg127 were inactive in the experiments, not active. We are sorry for this mistake.
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ABSTRACT

Nonheme iron enzymes play an important role in the aerobic degradation of aromatic ring systems. Most enzymes can only cleave substrates with electron-rich substituents, e.g. with two hydroxyl groups. However, salicylate 1,2-dioxygenase (SDO) can cleave rings with only a single hydroxyl group. We have investigated the oxygen-activation mechanism of the ring fission of salicylate by SDO by computational methods, using combined quantum mechanical and molecular mechanical (QM/MM) geometry optimisations, large QM calculations with 493 atoms, and QM/MM free-energy perturbations. Our results demonstrate that the reactive Fe–O₂ species is best described as a Fe(III)–O₂⁻ state, which is triplet O₂ binding to quintet Fe(II), leading to a one-electron transfer from Fe(II) to O₂. Subsequently, the O₂⁻ group of this species attacks the aromatic ring of substrate to form an alkylperoxo intermediate. Mutation studies have suggested that His162 is essential for the catalysis. Our calculations indicate that His162 plays a role as an acid–base catalyst, providing a proton to the substrate.
INTRODUCTION

The cleavage of aromatic rings by nonheme iron enzymes is an important biological process in aerobic degradation. Three main classes of ring-fission dioxygenases have been discovered so far. The class I and II enzymes (also called intradiol and extradiol ring-cleaving dioxygenases) require two hydroxyl groups in ortho positions on the substrate (e.g. catechol or protocatechuate). The class III enzymes can cleave aromatic compounds with only a single hydroxyl group. Salicylate 1,2-dioxygenase (SDO) belongs to the family of homo-tetrameric class III ring fission dioxygenases, together with 3-hydroxyanthranilate-3,4-dioxygenase, 1-hydroxy-2-naphthoate dioxygenase, gentisate dioxygenase, and homogentisate dioxygenase (HGDO). The SDO enzyme utilizes O$_2$ to cleave the aromatic ring of the substrate salicylate (Sal) and inserts two oxygen atoms into the product (Scheme 1).

**Scheme 1.** Overall reaction catalysed by SDO

There are some similarities between class III and II enzymes. For instance, they both have a Fe(II) ion in their active sites, whereas a Fe(III) ion is utilized in the intradiol dioxygenases.
However, the coordination in extradiol dioxygenases and SDO is different. The former contains a 2-His–1-carboxylate motif, whereas three His residues bind to the Fe(II) ion in SDO. In extradiol dioxygenases, there is a conserved His residue that can act as an acid–base catalyst. In SDO, residues Arg127 and His162 may play a similar role.\textsuperscript{5} Mutation studies\textsuperscript{14, 15} have shown that His162 is essential for catalysis: The His162Ala SDO mutant lost almost all activities when reacting with salicylate. However, when Arg127 was mutated to Ile, Asn, or Lys, no significant loss of activity was observed. \textit{This is incorrect: Mutants of Arg127 were inactive according to ref. 15.}

Dioxygen activation by mononuclear nonheme iron enzymes has been extensively studied by experimental methods.\textsuperscript{3, 4, 16-19} However, many details of the mechanisms are still unclear. Therefore, many groups have employed quantum mechanical (QM), as well as combined QM and molecular mechanics (QM/MM) methods to study these enzymes.\textsuperscript{20-22} The O\textsubscript{2} adduct (Fe–O\textsubscript{2}) has been proposed to be the reactive oxygen species in homoprotocatechuate 2,3-dioxygenase (HPCD, one of the extradiol dioxygenases), using different substrates.\textsuperscript{23-26} It was first described as Fe(II)–O\textsuperscript{2−}–substrate$^*$ state by Siegbahn and Haeffner.\textsuperscript{25} Neese and coworkers instead suggested a Fe(III)–O\textsuperscript{2−} species using a larger QM model,\textsuperscript{26} whereas a Fe(III)–O\textsuperscript{2−}/Fe(II)–O\textsuperscript{2−}–substrate$^*$ hybrid state was found by QM/MM calculations.\textsuperscript{23} For the intradiol dioxygenases studies, a Fe(III)–O\textsuperscript{2−} state was proposed as reactive species,\textsuperscript{28-30} whereas a Fe(II)–O\textsuperscript{2−}–substrate$^*$ species was found in the aminophenol dioxygenase.\textsuperscript{31} One of the class III enzymes, HGDO, has been studied by Siegbahn and coworkers, and they found the reactive Fe–O\textsubscript{2} species to be in the Fe(II)–O\textsuperscript{2−}–substrate$^*$ state.\textsuperscript{32} Recently, HGDO was reinvestigated by Lai and coworkers using QM/MM methods.\textsuperscript{33} They considered both protonated and deprotonated states of substrate and located both the Fe(II)–O\textsuperscript{2−}–substrate$^*$ and Fe(III)–O\textsuperscript{2−} states. On the
other hand, oxygen activation by cysteine dioxygenase follows a different mechanism. The ground state of the Fe–O₂ adduct is the singlet Fe(II)–O₂⁻⁻ state, and the attack of the superoxo group on the substrate involves a spin-state crossing from singlet to quintet. In addition, in some other nonheme enzymes, Fe(III)–O₂⁻⁻ was suggested as the reactive species, viz. α-ketoacid-dependent oxygenases, isopenicillin N synthase, hydroxyethylphosphonate dioxygenase, and (S)-2-hydroxypropylyphosphonate epoxidase.

For SDO, the oxygen-activation mechanism has been investigated using QM/MM calculations and the reactive oxygen species was deemed to be in between the Fe(II)–O₂ and Fe(II)–O₂⁻⁻–salicylate states, with a partial electron transfer from the substrate to O₂. However, other possible states were not considered and they did not include the essential His162 in their QM region. In this article, we investigated the oxygen activation in SDO by QM/MM, QM-cluster, and big-QM calculations, as well as QM/MM free-energy perturbations. In particular, we study the role of the active-site His162 and Arg127 residues.

**METHODS**

*The protein*

All calculations were based on the 2.1-Å crystal structure of salicylate 1,2-dioxygenase with the substrate salicylate from the bacterium *Pseudaminobacter salicylatoxidans* (PDB code 3NJZ), which contains only a single subunit. O₂ was added to the iron centre, giving a Fe(II) ion coordinated by three His, O₂, and the substrate, as is shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1. The active site of SDO. The atoms shown in ball-and-stick mode were included in the QM region in the QM/MM calculations. The O$_2$ molecule and the three water molecules were not present in the crystal structure.

The enzyme was set up in the same way as in our previous studies. Residues Glu4 to Ile48 and 42 water molecules close to these residues were removed, because they are more than 37 Å away from active site. The protonation state of all the residues were determined by using PROPKA, a study of the hydrogen-bond pattern around the His residues, the solvent accessibility, and the possible formation of ionic pairs. All Arg, Lys, Asp, and Glu residues were assumed to be charged. His119, His121, and His160 were protonated on the ND1 atom, His248 was assumed to be protonated on the NE2 atom, whereas the other His residues were assumed to be doubly protonated.

His162 forms a hydrogen bond to the carboxyl group of substrate and to the hydroxyl group of Thr137. Therefore, it may transfer protons to substrate. The hydroxyl group of salicylate has a p$K_a$ value of 13.8, indicating that it is protonated in water solution. However,
when it binds to Fe, the $pK_a$ value is reduced and the proton may be transferred to solution through a chain of water molecules (cf. Figure 1). Therefore, we studied both the protonated and deprotonated states of the substrate. In the previous study, only the deprotonated state of the substrate was considered.\(^{44}\) We found that if the substrate is deprotonated, the proton on the doubly protonated His162 transferred to carboxyl group of substrate in the QM/MM optimisations. Therefore, to obtain a deprotonated substrate, a singly protonated His162 had to be considered. Consequently, three models were used in this, viz. the substrate protonated on the hydroxyl group and doubly protonated His162, the substrate protonated on the carboxylate group and His162 protonated on the ND1 atom, and the deprotonated substrate with His162 protonated on the NE2 atom. The net charge of the simulated systems was neutral, $-1$ and $-2$ in the three simulations, respectively. No counter ions were added for any of the systems.

The protein was solvated with water molecules forming a sphere with a radius of 40 Å around the geometric centre, using the leap module of the Amber software package (6240 water molecules and 23 640 atoms in total).\(^{48}\) The added protons and water molecules were optimised by a 120-ps simulated annealing calculation, followed by a minimisation, keeping the other atoms fixed at the crystal-structure positions.

**QM/MM calculations**

The QM/MM calculations were performed with the ComQum software.\(^{49,50}\) In this approach,\(^{51,52}\) the protein and solvent are split into two subsystems: System 1 (the QM region) was relaxed by QM methods. It consisted of the iron ion, the first-coordination-sphere of Fe (His119, His121, His160, salicylate and O$_2$), as well as His162 and Arg127. Histidines were modelled as an imidazole and arginine as methylguanidinium (ball-and-stick model in Figure 1). System 2
contained the remaining part of the protein and the solvent. It was kept fixed at the original (crystallographic) coordinates in the QM/MM calculations (but it was relaxed in the free-energy perturbations). We also tried calculations in which all atoms in any residue within 6 Å of any atom in system 1 were relaxed by a full MM minimisation in each step of the QM/MM geometry optimisation. They gave similar results, as can be seen from the geometries and energies in Table S2 in the supporting information (SI).

In the QM calculations, system 1 was represented by a wavefunction, whereas all the other atoms were represented by an array of partial point charges, one for each atom, taken from MM libraries. Thereby, the polarisation of the QM region by the surroundings is included in a self-consistent manner (electrostatic embedding). When there is a bond between systems 1 and 2 (a junction), the hydrogen link-atom approach was employed: The QM region was capped with hydrogen atoms (hydrogen link atoms, HL), the positions of which are linearly related to the corresponding carbon atoms (carbon link atoms, CL) in the full system. All atoms were included in the point-charge model, except the CL atoms.

The total QM/MM energy in ComQum was calculated as

\[ E_{\text{QM/MM}} = E_{\text{QM1+ptch2}}^{\text{HL}} + E_{\text{MM12},q_1=0}^{\text{CL}} - E_{\text{MM1},q_1=0}^{\text{HL}} \]  

where \( E_{\text{QM1+ptch2}}^{\text{HL}} \) is the QM energy of the QM region truncated by HL atoms and embedded in the set of point charges modelling system 2 (but excluding the self-energy of the point charges). \( E_{\text{MM1},q_1=0}^{\text{HL}} \) is the MM energy of the QM region, still truncated by HL atoms, but without any electrostatic interactions. Finally, \( E_{\text{MM12},q_1=0}^{\text{CL}} \) is the classical energy of all atoms in the system with CL atoms and with the charges of the QM region set to zero (to avoid double counting of the electrostatic interactions). By this approach, which is similar to the one used in the ONIOM method, errors caused by the truncation of the QM region should cancel.
The geometry optimisations were continued until the energy change between two iterations was less than 2.6 J/mol \((10^{-6} \text{ a.u.})\) and the maximum norm of the Cartesian gradients was below \(10^{-3} \text{ a.u.}\). The QM calculations were carried out using Turbomole 7.0 software. The geometry optimisations were performed using the B3LYP \(^{56-58}\) functional in combination with def2-SV(P) \(^{59}\) basis set, including empirical dispersion corrections with the DFT-D3 approach, as implemented in Turbomole. \(^{60}\) The MM calculations were performed with the Amber software, \(^{48}\) using the Amber ff14SB force field. \(^{61}\) The energies were improved by single-point calculations using the larger def2-TZVP \(^{62}\) and def2-QZVP \(^{62,63}\) basis set for all the atoms. The discussed spin densities (based on Mulliken populations) were obtained at the B3LYP-D3/def2-SV(P) level.

**QM-cluster calculations**

QM-cluster calculations were performed with Turbomole 7.0 software. \(^{3}\) Geometries were obtained at the B3LYP-D3/def2-SV(P) level in gas phase without any restraints. Geometries were also optimised at the same level in a conductor-like screening model (COSMO) continuum solvent with a dielectric constant of 4 or 80, employing optimised radii (and 2.0 Å for Fe) and default parameters for a water-like solvent. \(^{64-66}\) Single-point energy calculations were performed at B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVPD level in both gas phase and COSMO models with the dielectric constant of 4 or 80. Acidity constants (\(pK_a\) values) were estimated using the solvated energies and using a value of 1131.00 kJ/mol for the solvation and translation free energy of the proton. \(^{67}\)

Ten models were employed in this paper (Figure 2). They were used to estimate relative stability of the various protonation states and to study the roles of His162 and Arg127. In Models 1, 4, and 8 the substrate was deprotonated, whereas in the other seven models, the substrate was protonated either on the non-coordinating carboxylic oxygen atom (models 2, 3, 5, and 6) or on
the phenolic oxygen atom (models 7 and 9–10). Models 4–6 included a model of Arg127, whereas models 3, 6, 8, 9, and 10 included a model of His 162. The latter group was doubly protonated in model 10 and singly protonated in the other models, donating a hydrogen bond to the non-coordinating carboxylic oxygen atom of the substrate in models 8 and 9, but receiving a hydrogen bond from the protonated non-coordinating carboxylic oxygen atom of the substrate in models 3 and 6.

![Models 1 to 10](image)

**Figure 2.** The models used in the QM-cluster calculations

**Big-QM calculations**

To obtain stable and converged energies, we employed the big-QM approach. The minimal QM region, consisting of the Fe ion and its first-sphere ligands, was extended with all residues with at least one atom within 4.5 Å of the minimal QM region (including eight water molecules) and junctions were moved at least two residues away. In addition, all charged groups, buried inside the protein were included (Arg83 and Asp174). This gave a QM region of 493 atoms, shown in Figure 3. The big-QM calculations were performed on coordinates from the QM/MM
calculations and with a point-charge model of the surroundings, because this gave the fastest calculations in our previous test.\textsuperscript{69} To this big-QM energy, we added the DFT-D3 dispersion correction, calculated for the same big QM region with Becke–Johnson damping,\textsuperscript{70} third-order terms, and default parameters for the B3LYP functional using dftd3 program.\textsuperscript{60} We also included a MM correction

\[ E_{\text{MM}} = E_{\text{MM1,}q1=0}^{\text{CL}} - E_{\text{MM1,}q1=0}^{\text{CL}} \]  

(2)

yielding a standard QM/MM energy, but with the big-QM system as the QM region.

\textbf{Figure 3.} Atoms included in the big-QM calculations

\textit{QTCP calculations}

The QTCP approach (QM/MM thermodynamic cycle perturbation) is a method to calculate the free energy difference between two states, A and B, with a high-level QM/MM method, using sampling at only the MM level.\textsuperscript{71–73} It employs the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 4, showing that the free-energy difference is obtained from three terms:

\[ \Delta G_{\text{QTCP}} (A \rightarrow B) = -\Delta G_{\text{MM} \rightarrow \text{QM/MM}} (A) + \Delta G_{\text{MM}} (A \rightarrow B) + \Delta G_{\text{MM} \rightarrow \text{QM/MM}} (B) \]  

(3)
The QTCP calculations were performed as has been described before. First, each state of interest was optimised by QM/MM, keeping system 2 fixed at the crystal structure. Then, the protein was further solvated in an octahedral box of TIP3P water molecules, extending at least 9 Å from the QM/MM system. For one of the states, the system was first subjected to a 1000-step minimisation, keeping the atom in the QM region fixed and restraining all heavy atoms in the crystal structure with a force constant of 418 kJ/mol Å². Then, two 20-ps MD simulations were run with the heavy atoms still restrained. The first was run with a constant volume and the second with a constant pressure. Next, the size of the periodic box was equilibrated by a 100-ps MD simulation with a constant pressure and only the heavy atoms in QM region restrained to the QM/MM structure. Finally, for all states, an equilibration of 200 ps and a production simulation of 400 ps were run with a constant volume for each state. During the production run, snapshots were collected every 2 ps.

Based on these 200 snapshots, three sets of free-energy perturbations (FEPs) were performed, as shown in Figure 4. First, FEPs were performed at MM level in the forward and reverse directions along the reaction coordinate by changing the charges and coordinates of the QM region to those of the QM/MM calculations. The charges were first modified in nine steps, keeping the coordinates at those of the A state. Then, the coordinates were modified in five steps.

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** The thermodynamic cycle employed in the QTCP calculations
to those of the B state (with the charges of the B state). Second, MM → QM/MM FEPs were performed for both the A and B states, keeping the QM regions fixed, as has been described before.72,73 All FEP calculations were performed with the local software calcqtcp. Further details of the QTCP calculations can be found in http://signe.teokem.lu.se/~ulf/Methods/qtcp.html.

Reported energies are the big-QM/MM energies including dispersion and the MM correction ($E_{\text{bigQM/MM}}^{\text{SV(P)}}$). This energy was extrapolated to the def2-QZVP level using QM calculations with the normal QM region and including the point-charge model ($E_{\text{QM}}^{\text{QZVP}} - E_{\text{QM}}^{\text{SV(P)}}$):

$$E_{\text{bigQM/MM}} = E_{\text{bigQM/MM}}^{\text{SV(P)}} + E_{\text{QM}}^{\text{QZVP}} - E_{\text{QM}}^{\text{SV(P)}}$$

(4)

The big-QM/MM energies were used to compare the energy difference of similar structures in different spin states. To the big-QM/MM energies, the QTCP energy correction (i.e. the difference between the QTCP and QM/MM energies, $E_{\text{QTCP}}^{\text{SV(P)}} - E_{\text{QMM/MM}}^{\text{SV(P)}}$) was added:

$$E_{\text{tot}} = E_{\text{bigQM/MM}} + E_{\text{QTCP}}^{\text{SV(P)}} - E_{\text{QMM/MM}}^{\text{SV(P)}}$$

(5)

The final energy $E_{\text{tot}}$ was used to describe the reaction energy barrier. The various energy components are collected in Table S1 in the supporting information.

**RESULTS AND DISCUSSION**

The binding of triplet $\text{O}_2$ to quintet Fe(II) can result in four spin states, viz. the septet, quintet, triplet, and singlet state. In this paper, we examined all these spin state for Fe–$\text{O}_2$ adduct. However, the singlet state was more than 40 kJ/mol higher in energy than the most stable state, so it will not be further discussed.

*The Fe–$\text{O}_2$ adduct with a protonated substrate*
First, we studied the reaction of a protonated substrate with SDO, i.e. salicylate with a deprotonated carboxylate group but with a protonated hydroxyl group and His162 doubly protonated. In the septet and triplet states, O$_2$ bound only weakly to the iron ion with Fe–O$_1$ distances of 2.59 and 2.47 Å, respectively (O$_1$ and O$_2$ are the oxygen atoms of O$_2$ with O$_1$ coordinating to Fe, as can be seen in Figure 5). However, in the quintet state ($^5$A1), a much tighter complex was obtained with Fe–O$_1$ and O$_1$–O$_2$ bond lengths of 2.04 and 1.25 Å, respectively, and a Fe–O$_1$–O$_2$ angle of 125°. In the previous QM/MM study (using the similar B3LYP/def2-SVP method for the geometries, but with a deprotonated substrate and without any His162 model in the QM region),$^{44}$ the Fe–O$_1$ bond length in the quintet state was 1.98 Å and the Fe–O$_1$–O$_2$ angle was 124°. For HPCD, a side-on binding conformation of O$_2$ was trapped in both experimental$^7$ and computational studies.$^{23, 24}$ We tried to find such a side-on species also for SDO, but without any success. It seems likely that the side-on O$_2$ conformation in HPCD is stabilised by interactions with a second-sphere His residue that is not present in SDO.
Figure 5. (a) Optimised structure of the Fe–O₂ adduct with a protonated substrate in various spin states. All distances are in Å and angles are in degrees. (b) Fe 3d and O₂ π* natural orbitals in the quintet state together with the occupation numbers.

Next, we focus on the electronic structure of ⁵A₁. It can be seen from the natural orbitals shown in Figure 5 that there are three singly-occupied, almost pure, Fe 3d orbitals. In addition, there are four orbitals that are mixtures of Fe 3d and O₂ π* orbitals. Among the two orbitals involving the π*_{op} orbitals (out of the FeO₂ plane), one is singly occupied and the other is doubly occupied. Since the Fe 3d and O₂ π* orbitals have the almost equal contributions, we can assign 1.5 electrons each to Fe and O₂. On the other hand, the two orbitals involving the O₂ π*_{ip} orbitals (in the FeO₂ plane) have occupation number of 0.63 and 1.37. Again, the Fe 3d and O₂ π*
orbitals have almost equal contributions, so we can assign one electron each to Fe and O$_2$. This would give 5.5 electrons on Fe and 2.5 electron on O$_2$, indicating a partial electron transfer from the Fe(II) $3d_{yz}$ orbital to the $\pi_{op}^*$ orbital when O$_2$ binds to Fe, i.e. the electronic structure is in between Fe(II)–O$_2$ and Fe(III)–O$_2^-$. This is supported by the spin populations on Fe, O$_2$ and the substrate, which are 4.03, −0.28, and 0.07. They show an antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe and O$_2$, and indicate somewhat lower populations on Fe and O$_2$ than expected from the orbitals. However, it is always observed that high-spin Fe(III) delocalises some of its spin on all first-sphere ligands, which would decrease the spin both on Fe and on the antiferromagnetically coupled O$_2$. In particular, the spin population on substrate is 0.07, which is similar to what is found on the His ligands (0.04–0.05). Thus, no significant radical character on the substrate was detected.

In addition, another quintet Fe–O$_2$ species ($^5A1'$) was also located. The geometry of $^5A1'$ is similar to that of $^5A1$, but they have different electronic structures (Figure S1). In $^5A1$, half of an electron is transferred from the Fe(II) $3d_{yz}$ orbital to the O$_2 \pi_{op}^*$ orbital. However, in $^5A1'$, this partial electron is instead transferred from the Fe(II) $3d_{xz}$ orbital to the O$_2 \pi_{ip}^*$ orbital, whereas the O$_2 \pi_{op}^*$ orbital is singly occupied. This species is 14 kJ/mol ($E_{\text{bigQM/MM}}$) less stable than $^5A1$.

*The Fe–O$_2$ adduct with the substrate protonated on the carboxylate group*

Next, we studied the Fe–O$_2$ adduct with a deprotonated substrate (i.e. salicylate with a double negative charge, deprotonated on both the carboxylate and hydroxyl groups) and His162 still doubly protonated. Interestingly, when the substrate was deprotonated, a proton transfer was always observed from His162 to the non-coordinating carboxylate oxygen atom of the substrate during the QM/MM optimisation, so that the latter still was a monoanion (Figure 6). This is
consistent with the rather high second pK_a value for the salicylate (13.8). In the previous QM/MM study of SDO,^{44} His162 was not included in the QM region, so they could not observe such a proton transfer. We found that the O–O bond length in the quintet state (^5A_2) is 0.04 and 0.08 Å longer than in septet (^7A_2) and triplet states (^3A_2), and the Fe–O_1 bond is 0.27 and 0.33 Å shorter, respectively. This means that interaction between Fe and dioxygen is stronger in the quintet state than in the septet and triplet states, as was also observed for the protonated substrate. Compared to ^5A_1, the Fe–O_1 distance is 0.03 Å shorter in ^5A_2 and the O–O bond is 0.04 Å longer. Moreover, the Fe–O_{C2} bond is shorter (because O_{C2} is deprotonated) and the Fe–O_{C1} bond is longer because the carboxyl group is protonated. Finally, the hydrogen bond between Arg127 and O_2 is 0.27 Å shorter.
Figure 6. (a) Optimised structure of the Fe–O₂ adduct with the substrate protonated on the carboxylate group (by a proton transfer from His162). All distances are in Å and angles are in degrees. (b) Fe 3d and O₂ π* natural orbitals in the quintet state together with the occupation numbers.

The septet and triplet states involve the triplet O₂ ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic coupled with a quintet Fe(II). The orbitals of the ⁵A₂ state (shown in Figure 6b) are similar to those of the ⁵A₁ state, except those involving the O₂ π* orbitals. The latter two orbitals (middle row in Figure 6b), now have uneven contributions: The one that is singly occupied is mainly Fe 3d, whereas the doubly occupied one is dominated by O₂ π*. This indicates that there are more electrons on O₂, which is also confirmed by the spin populations on Fe and O₂, which are 4.10 and −0.60, i.e. showing a significant radical character on O₂. Thus, ⁵A₂ is close to a Fe(III)–O₂⁻ state (with the electronic configuration π₂²τ₁¹), with an antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe and O₂. In the previous QM/MM study, the spin population on O₂ was only −0.27, which was interpreted as a Fe(II)–O₂ state. Our results show that His162 has strong influence on the electronic structure of SDO and therefore should be included in the QM region.

The spin density on the substrate is 0.32 in the ⁵A₂ state. This is significantly larger than for the ⁵A₁ state, but it is still only a minor radical character. Most of the spin is found on the O₁C₂ atom that binds to Fe (0.23). In the high-spin Fe(II) complex without O₂, the spin on the salicylate substrate is 0.15.

We also found another quintet state species in which the Fe centre is intermediate spin, ferromagnetically coupled to O₂ (the spin populations are 2.68 on Fe and 1.28 on O₂). However, this state was 66 kJ/mol less stable than ⁵A₂ at the B3LYP/def2-TZVP level.

Previous B3LYP calculations on nonheme iron enzymes have predicted a septet ground
state. However, in this work the quintet state is predicted to be ground state, based on the big-QM energies (Eq. 4), but the septet \( ^7 \text{A}_2 \) and triplet \( ^3 \text{A}_2 \) states are only 5 and 1 kJ/mol less stable than \( ^5 \text{A}_2 \), respectively. This shows that all three states are close in energy. However, for the subsequent steps in reaction mechanism, only the quintet state was reactive: For the septet state, no transition states or products were found. For the triplet state, the transition state (at B3LYP/def2-TZVP level) lay 139 kJ/mol above the transition state in quintet state, and the product was 73 kJ/mol less stable than the product in quintet.

The \( \text{A}_2 \) model differs from the \( \text{A}_1 \) model in that it contains one proton less. Moreover, the substrate is protonated on the non-coordinating carboxylic oxygen atom, rather than on the phenolic oxygen atom. The latter may seem unexpected, because a phenolic group is appreciably less acidic than a carboxylate group (the \( pK_a \) values of benzoic acid and phenol are 4.2 and 10.0, respectively). However, the coordination to the metal ion changes this preference: the QM-cluster models 3 and 9 in Figure 2 contain the same atoms, but in model 3, the substrate is protonated on the non-coordinating carboxylate oxygen atom (and this proton is involved in a hydrogen bond to the His162 model), whereas in model 9, the substrate is instead protonated on the phenolic oxygen atom (and the non-coordinating carboxylic oxygen atom receives a hydrogen bond from the His162 model). QM calculations show that model 3 is actually 82, 59, and 44 kJ/mol more stable than model 9 in gas phase or in a COSMO continuum solvent with dielectric constants of 4 (a protein-like environment) or 80 (water), respectively. Likewise, model 2 (with the substrate protonated on the non-coordinating carboxylate oxygen atom, but no His model) was 72, 46, and 27 kJ/mol more stable than model 7 (protonated on the phenolic oxygen atom) in gas phase or in a COSMO continuum solvent with dielectric constants of 4 or 80, respectively. For this reason, we did not perform any QM/MM calculations on the tautomer
with the phenolic oxygen atom of the substrate protonated.

**The Fe–O₂ adduct with a deprotonated substrate**

In order to obtain a structure of the Fe–O₂ adduct with a fully deprotonated substrate (with a double negative charge, as in the previous QM/MM study of SDO⁴⁴), we changed the protonation state of His162 from doubly to singly protonated with the proton on the NE2 atom that forms a hydrogen bond to the substrate. Such a state of His162 is possible, because it is connected to the solvent by a proton-transfer network involving Leu153, Thr154, a crystal-water molecule, and Thr137 (shown in Figure 7). The corresponding quintet state with the fully deprotonated substrate (⁵A₃) has spin populations on Fe, O₂, and substrate of 4.14, –0.73, and 0.44, respectively. Thus, ⁵A₃ is in the Fe(III)–O₂⁻ state and has the same electronic configuration as ⁵A₂. The Fe–O₁ bond length is 0.04 Å longer, the O₁–O₂ and Fe–O_C₂ bonds are 0.01 Å longer, the C₁–C₂ bond length is same, whereas the Fe–O_C₁ bond length is 0.19 Å shorter, compared to the ⁵A₂ state.
**Figure 7.** The hydrogen-bond network around the His162 residue in crystal structure

*Fe–O₂ attack on the substrate*

Several Fe–O₂ adducts in different spin states were located in this study using various protonation states of substrate. To understand which one is the reactive species, we studied the first step in the reaction mechanism, i.e. the attack of the Fe–O₂ adduct on substrate to form an alkylperoxo-bridged species (⁵B). First, we studied the mechanism of protonated substrate reacting with enzyme, i.e. the attack of O₂ on C₁ in ⁵A₁ (Figure 8). The reaction energies were estimated by QTCP (Eq. 5). We found an activation energy barrier of 91 kJ/mol and the reaction was endothermic by 64 kJ/mol. The spin populations, which are 3.81 and 0.02 on the Fe and O₂, indicate that the product ⁵B₁ is a high-spin Fe(II)–alkylperoxo species, i.e. the delocalised electron has returned to Fe.

Next, we investigated the same reaction starting from ⁵A₂ species instead. In this case, the energy barrier was 77 kJ/mol, which is 14 kJ/mol lower than for ⁵TS₁. The product ⁵B₂ was 72 kJ/mol higher in energy than ⁵A₂. Finally, the reaction starting from deprotonated substrate ⁵A₃
was investigated. The energy barrier was 71 kJ/mol, and the $^5B_2$ product was 54 kJ/mol higher in energy than $^5A_3$. Thus, the activation barrier for $^5A_3$ was 5 kJ/mol lower than for $^5A_2$.

In this discussion and in Figure 8, we have implicitly assumed that the three reactant states $^5A_1$, $^5A_2$, and $^5A_3$ are isoenergetic, to facilitate the comparison of the reaction barriers. Of course, the assumption is not true. The three states differ in the number of protons ($^5A_1$ has one proton more and $^5A_3$ one proton less than $^5A_2$) and they can therefore be related by two $pK_a$ values. Unfortunately, it is much harder to estimate $pK_a$ values by QM methods than reaction and activation energies, because the net charge changes in the reaction, leading to very effects of the surroundings. Still, we have employed the QM cluster models 10, 8, and 3 to estimate the relative $pK_a$ values of states $^5A_1$, $^5A_2$, and $^5A_3$. The results in Table 1 suggest that at pH 7, model 3 (corresponding to the $^5A_2$ state) is most stable. However, the results are sensitive to the dielectric constant employed in the COSMO continuum solvation model. With a dielectric constant of 4, often assumed to be similar to a protein environment, model 8 is only 2 $pK_a$ unit (11 kJ/mol) less stable, whereas with a water-like dielectric constant of 80, instead model 10 is only 1 $pK_a$ units (7 kJ/mol) less stable.

The experimental rate constant for salicylate reacting with wild-type SDO is 0.9 s$^{-1}$, which corresponds to ~68 kJ/mol. This is in reasonable agreement with the barriers calculated for the $^5A_3$ and $^5A_2$ states. Clearly, the substrate is protonated before it binds to Fe. Upon binding, the proton transfers to solution and this is coupled with electron transfer from Fe to O$_2$. During this process, a proton on His162 will transfer to substrate if His162 is doubly protonated.

Table 1. Calculated $pK_a$ values of QM cluster models 3, 8, and 10, calculated at the B3LYP-D3/def2-TZVPD level using the COSMO continuum solvation model with two different dielectric constants ($\varepsilon$).
We also examined the mechanism of $O_2$ attacking the $C_2$ atom of substrate, but we failed to find any transition state or product.

**Figure 8.** Reaction mechanism of Fe–$O_2$ attacking the substrate for the three protonation states of the substrate and His162, A1, A2, and A3. Energies are $E_{\text{tot}}$ (Eq. 5) in kJ/mol.

The final energies are composed of several energy contributions as is shown in Eq. 5. These energies are listed in Table S1 in the Supporting Information. The final energies are based on the big-QM calculations at B3LYP/def2-SV(P) level. To this energy, a standard QM/MM term is added, as well as DFT-D3 energy corrections, including third-order terms and Becke–Johnson damping. The MM terms are quite small and typically negative (0–5 kJ/mol), owing to the large big-QM region. The dispersion corrections are 3–11 kJ/mol with a varying
sign. The basis-set corrections (to def2-QZVP) are 0–13 kJ/mol. The QTCP correction (difference between the QTCP and QM/MM results) is negative and up to 20 kJ/mol. It can be seen from Table S1 that the results for $^5A_1$ from each level of theory always gives the highest activation barrier. For the $^5A_2$ and $^5A_3$, the energies are rather close (1–5 kJ/mol).

**Exploring the roles of Arg127 and His162**

Mutation experiments\(^{15}\) have shown that His162 is essential for catalysis, because the His162Ala mutant was almost inactive. However, when Arg127 was mutated to Ile, Asn, or Lys, no significant loss of activity was observed. *This is incorrect: Mutants of Arg127 were inactive according to ref. 15.* We have used QM-cluster calculations to reveal the roles of the two residues using models 1–6 in Figure 2. We also studied the relationship between the geometric and electronic structure using QM/MM method.

For each of the six models, we optimised the geometry of the O\(_2\) adduct. The resulting structures are shown in Figure 2 and all key bond distances, angles, and spin densities are listed in Table 2. Four of models (1 and 4–6) give a strong radical character on O\(_2\) (0.7–0.8 spin density) and also a relatively long O\(_1\)–O\(_2\) bond 1.29–1.31 Å, indicating a superoxide character. The Fe–O\(_{C1}\) bond distance is long if the substrate is protonated (Models 2, 3, 5, and 6). From Model 1, we can see that when the O\(_2\) binds to Fe(II) and the substrate is deprotonated, one electron is transferred from Fe to O\(_2\). If the substrate is protonated (Models 2 and 3), the electron cannot transfer. As we have seen, His162 plays the role of acid–base catalyst, protonating the substrate if it is doubly protonated. This would keep the electron on Fe(II) in the absence of other residues. However, comparing Models 2 and 3 with 3 and 6, we see that the electron can transfer if a model of Arg127 included, forming a hydrogen bond with O\(_2\). This indicates that Arg127
also has a role, promoting the electron transfer from Fe to O₂. The experiments showed that the enzyme reactivates did not be change when Arg₁₂₇ was mutated to Ile, Asn, or Lys. This is incorrect: Mutants of Arg₁₂₇ were inactive according to ref. 15. Asn and Lys can also form a hydrogen bond to O₂ and may play a similar role.

Table 2. The bond distance and angle for the six models in QM-cluster calculations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bond distance (Å)</th>
<th>Angle (°)</th>
<th>Spin density</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>O₁–O₂</td>
<td>Fe–O₁</td>
<td>Fe–Oₐ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 1</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 2</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 3</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 4</td>
<td>1.31</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 5</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model 6</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>2.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Values in brackets is the sum of the spin density on Oₐ and O₂

Therefore, we used QM/MM calculations to investigate if the Arg₁₂₇ affects the electron transfer in the protein. We mutated the Arg₁₂₇ to Ile and put it into MM system for the ⁵A₂ and ⁵A₃ states. The spin populations on Fe and O₂ were 3.83 and 0.02 in ⁵A₂ and 3.90 and –0.12 in ⁵A₃, respectively. This indicates that no electron is transferred from Fe(II) to O₂. Thus, our results indicate that a Arg₁₂₇Ile mutation would change the electronic state of the Fe–O₂ adduct. However, it is possible that a water molecule may replace the hydrogen bond to the substrate in the mutant.

CONCLUSION
In this paper, the oxygen-activation mechanism of salicylate 1,2-dioxygenase has been investigated by QM/MM methods, and we have also explored the roles of the active-site residues His162 and Arg127. Our calculations demonstrate that the reactive oxygen species is Fe(III)−O$_2^-$, indicating that O$_2$ attracts one electron when binding to Fe(II). Three protonation states of His162 were used to investigate the oxygen-activation mechanism and our results show similar reactivity in the reaction starting from $^5\text{A}_2$ and $^5\text{A}_3$. The proton of His162 in $^5\text{A}_2$ will transfer to the carboxyl atom of substrate. Thus, His162 plays the role of an acid–base catalyst.
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The reactive Fe–O\textsubscript{2} species in salicylate 1,2-dioxygenase is best described as a Fe(III)–O\textsubscript{2}\textsuperscript{−} state. It is a high spin of Fe(III) ion antiferromagnetically coupled to a superoxide anion. This species attacks the substrate to form the alkylperoxo species. His162 plays the role of an acid–base catalyst, providing a proton to the substrate.